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SUMMARY 
Let K be a complete infinite rank valued field. In [4] we studied Norm Hilbert Spaces (NHS) over K 
i.e. K-Banach spaces for which closed subspaces admit projections of norm _< 1. In this paper we 
prove the following striking properties of continuous linear operators on NHS. Surjective en- 
domorphisms are bijective, no NHS is linearly homeomorphic to a proper subspace (Theorem 3.7), 
each operator can be approximated, uniformly on bounded sets, by finite rank operators (Theorem 
3.8). These properties together - in real or complex theory shared only by finite-dimensional spaces 
- show that NHS are more 'rigid' than classical Hilbert spaces. 
1. PREL IMINARIES  
For an introduction to infinite rank theories we refer to Sections 1 and 2 of [4], 
for more background to [5] and for underlying analysis over rank 1 valued fields 
to [6]. We will use notations and conventions introduced in [4] but recall the 
following for convenience. 
Throughout K is a (commutative) field with a surjective valuation ]. [ : K 
G U {0}. Here G is a totally ordered abelian group, written multiplicatively and 
0 an adjoint element satisfying 0 < g, 0 • g = 0 for all g c G. The valuation sat- 
isfies [A[ = 0 if and only if A = 0, [A + #1 <_ max(lA l, I~l), I~ l  = I~l I~l for all 
A, # c K. A subset Z of G is convex  i fx,  y E Z, g c G, x <_ g _< y implies g E Z. 
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Throughout  we assume that G is the union of  a strictly increasing sequence of  
convex subgroups, and that each BK-submodule of  K is countably generated 
where BK := {A E K : ]A] _< 1 } is the valuation ring of  K. (See [5], 4.3.1 and 1.4.4 
for equivalent formulations). Al though not fully needed at every stage the 
above assumptions are being used in our proof  of  the main result Theorem 3.7. 
All vector spaces occurr ing in this paper (except in Remark 1 following Theo- 
rem 3.7) are over K. The K-l inar hull of  a set V is IVI. 
A G-module ([4], §2 and [5], 1.5) is a linearly ordered set X together with a 
multipl ication G x X --, X such that for all g,h C G, x ,y  E X we have g(hx) = 
(gh)x, lx  = x, g >_ h, x >_ y imply gx >_ hy, there is a j  E G with/'-, ~ < y. 
The algebraic type of an s E X is the set Gs. It is the class of  s with respect o 
the equivalence relation s ~ t if s E Gt. 
The Dedekind complet ion ([4], §2, [5], 1.5.4) X # of X is in a natural way again 
a G-module. 
We extend X by adjoining an element 0x with the properties 0x < x, 
g -0x  = 0 .0x  = 0x for all x E X, g E G, but from now on we will write 0 in- 
stead of 0x. 
An X-norm on a vector space E is a map [] • II : E ---, X U {0} satisfying Ilxll = 
0 ~=~ x = 0, IIAxll - - I~l Ilxll, [Ix +yl l  _< max(llxll, Ib'll)for all x ,y  E E, A E K. It 
induces a (metrizable!) topology in E in the natural way. The closure of  a set 
A C E is denoted A. E is a Banach ,space if every Cauchy sequence converges. 
All normed spaces in this paper are assumed to be of  countable type i.e. there 
is a countable subset A such that IA] is dense. A simple example is the space co 
of  all (~1 ,£2 , . . . )EK  ~ with l im, ,~, ,=0 equipped with the G-norm 
(~1,~2,...) Hmax,  I~,,[. 
For an X-normed space E and a Y-normed space F (where Y is a second G- 
module), let £(E, F) be the space of all continuous linear maps E ~ F. For any 
s c X the formula 
A ~ sup {llAxll : Ilxll <_ s} 
Y#U{0} 
defines a Y#-norm on E(E, F) inducing the topology of  uniform convergence 
on bounded subsets of  E. 
For two normed spaces E and F we write sometimes E _~ F to indicate that E 
and F are linearly isometrically isomorphic and E ~ F to indicate that E and F 
are linearly homeomorphic .  
Let El, E2,. •., Em be X-normed spaces. The orthogonal direct sum (~,, E, is 
the space fin En, normed by (xl,. • •, x,,~) ~ max,  Hx,, ]l. In particular we say that 
a Banach space E is the orthogonal direct sum of the subspaces E l , . . . ,  Em if the 
map (~n E, ---+ E given by (x l , . . . ,  xm) ~ ~, ,  x~ is a bijective isometry. A set 
e l , . . . ,  em of nonzero vectors in E is called orthogonal base of E if E = (~,, Ke,. 
In the same spirit we define orthogonal  direct sums of countably many 
Banach spaces E~,E2,.. .  and countable orthogonal  bases by requiring that 
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~.  E. is the subspace of 1-I. E~ consisting of those x = (Xl, x2 , . . . )  for which 
lim~ I[xnll = 0. 
I f  E = El @ E2 we say that E2 is an orthogonal complement of El. Such a 
complement is, except for trivial cases, not unique. 
Let E be an X-normed Banach space. We denote by EE (or by E if no confusion 
is to be expected) the collection of algebraic types of the G-submodule 
{llxll : x ~ E, x ¢ 0} of  X. Note that E is countable ([4], 3.7). A canonical de- 
composition of E is a decomposition asan orthogonal sum E -- ~ ~ E~ where 
each E~ is a closed subspace such that Ilxll ~ ~ for all nonzero x c E~. The fol- 
lowing is an obvious extension of [5], 3.4.5. 
Theorem 1.1. Each Banach space with an orthogonal base has a canonical de- 
composition. Let E and F be isometrically isomorphic Banach spaces having or- 
thogonal bases. Then E := Ee = EF. I f  E = (~o E~, F = (~ F~ are canonical 
decompositions then there is a linear isometry orE onto F carrying E~ onto F~for 
each cr C E. 
A Norm Hilbert space (NHS) is a Banach space E such that for each closed 
subspace D there exists a linear surjective projection P:E - -~ D for which 
[[Px[[ < [Ix H (x E E). A NHS has an orthogonal base ([4], 4.2). In [4], 4.3 several 
necessary and sufficient conditions for a space to be a NHS are presented. We 
recall the following example constructed by H. Keller in [2], see also [4], 2.4 for 
another example. 
Example 1.2. (An infinite-dimensional v@-normed NHS). Let F := 
~(Xl, X2,...), the field of rational functions over ~ in countably many vari- 
ables. For each i C IN, let Gi be an infinite cyclic group generated by gg (so Gi is 
isomorphic to 7/), and let G :=  ~icN Gi be the algebraic direct sum of the Gi, 
ordered antilexicographically. The formula IXkl -- (gff,k)i~ N (where X0 := 1 E IR) 
defines a valuation ] t : F ~ G U {0}. Let K be the completion of (F, ] 1). 
Let E be the K-vector space consisting of all (~0,(1,...) c K ~ for which 
limi~oc~2iXi=O. For x=(~0,~l , . . . ) , y=(r /0 ,  r/1,...) in E the formula 
(xty) = ~--~i3°_0 ~i~iXi defines a bilinear symmetric definite form on E. The norm 
II II : E ~ v/-d u {0} is given by II011 = 0 and Ilxll = ~ for x # 0. Here v@ 
is the group (~ie~ Hi where Hi is an infinite cyclic group generated by hi and 
h2i = gi for each i. Then G can be naturally identified with a subgroup of x/G. (It 
is proved in [4], 4.3 that E is an NHS). 
2. ISOMETRIES IN NORM HILBERT SPACES 
Proposition 2.1. Let E be a Banach space with an orthogonal base and canonical 
decomposition E = (~ ~ ~ E~. Then, for each (r C E, each maximal orthogonal 
subset of nonzero vectors in E~ is a maximal orthogonal subset of  {x c E : Ilxll E ~r}. 
Proof. Let A be a maximal orthogonal subset of E~\{0}. Clearly, A c 
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{x C E : 1141 ~ 4 .  To  show maximality, let z E E, 1141 ~ ~ and suppose {z} u A 
is orthogonal. We have the expansion 
z = ~ z¢ (z, E E~ for each T). 
"rE~: 
Since 1141 -- max{l lz41 : ~- e ~} ~ ~ and IIz~ll ¢ I1:,11 whenever z~ and z~ are 
nonzero and ~- ¢ u, we have II~ll -- Ilz~ll and Ilz~ll < II~ll for all -r E E, 7- ¢ c~. 
Therefore I1~" - ~11 = max{ l l zd l  : ~- # ~,} < Ilzll. By the Perturbation Lemma 
2.4.8 of [5] the set {z~,} U A is orthogonal and a subset of E~ which conflicts the 
maximality of A. [] 
For NHS we have the following converse. 
Proposition 2.2. Let E be a NHS. For each cr C E, let A~ be a maximal orthogonal 
subset of {x C E:  Ilxll c ~}. Then A~ is finite and E = (~ez~A~] is a canonical 
decomposition ore. 
Proof. If, for some a E Z, the set A~ were infinite we could find, by suitable 
scalar multiplication, a sequence l, e2,...  ¢ A~ such that Ue,,][ = Uemll for all 
n, m. Then the formula 
(AI,A2,...), ~ A,e, 
n-- I  
defines a linear homeomorphism of co onto a subspace of E conflicting 4.3 (7) 
of [4]. Thus A~ is finite. Now U~ A~ is a maximal orthogonal set in E\{0}, 
hence an orthogonal base by [4], 4.1. It follows that E = (~c~IA~,l  is an or- 
thogonal decomposition of E. [] 
The following Proposition is just an easy observation. 
Proposition 2.3. Let E be a NHS with canonical decomposition E = ~ e z E~. I f  
S, T are subspaces of  some E~ having the same dimension, then S ~ T. 
Proof. We have dim E~ < oc. Since S and T have orthogonal bases and are in 
E~ we can find an orthogonal base e l , . . . ,en  of S and an orthogonal base 
f l , . . .  ,fn of T such that Ite, II = rlf, II for each i,j • {1, . . . ,  n}. Then ~'i' I Aiei H 
~7=l Air (A I , . . . ,A ,  ¢ K) is the requiredisometry between Sand T. [] 
I f  a closed subspace S of a normed space E has (norm-)orthogonal comple- 
ments S~, S~' say, then S]' _~ S~. This is simply because the orthogonal decom- 
positions 
E = S®S~, ' 
E=S~S~'  
yield S~ ~ E/S  ~_ S~'. The picture changes if we have two closed subspaces S
and T of E having orthogonal complements S c and T ~ respectively. From 
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S _~ T it does not follow that S ~ _~ T c. (In fact, choose in E := co an orthogonal 
basef l , f2 , . . . .  Then S := I f2 , f4 , . . .1  ~- T =: co, and ~f l , f3 , . . . ]  is an orthogo- 
nal complement of S, but each orthogonal complement of T is {0}.) The next 
crucial Proposition shows that one may conclude S c' _~ T " in case E is a NHS. 
Proposition 2.4. Let E be a NHS. Let S, T be closed subspaces, let S c, T ~ be or- 
thogonal complements of  S, T respectively. Then S ~-- T implies S ~ "~ T C. 
Proof. For each cr E E and closed subspace D of E, choose a maximal ortho- 
gonal set AD,~ in {x E D : tlxll c ~}. Then AD,o is finite (Proposition 2.2) and 
setting D~ := IAD,~I we obtain from Proposition 2.2 that D = ~)~E z D~ (which 
becomes formally a canonical decomposition of D after dropping those Do for 
which cr E ~\lrDII (which are {0}), obtaining O = ~eso  D~). Thus from 
s = (3~c~s~ T = E3o~T~ 
s c = @.~(s~)~ T ~ = @~c~(T ' )~ 
we obtain E = @~cs(So  + (SC)~) = @~c~,(T~ + (T")~) which are canonical 
decompositions ofE.  ByTheorem 1.1 we have So + (S~)' ~- T~ + ( T~) c for each 
o-EE. 
By assumption S -- T and so by Theorem 1.1 we have S~ ~- T~ for each or. 
Finite-dimensionality implies dim(S")~ = dim(S, + (S~)o) - dimSo = dim 
(To + (TC)~) - dim To = dim T~ and, by Proposition 2.3, S~ -~ T~. After com- 
bining these isomorphisms in a standard way we obtain a surjective linear iso- 
metry S c ~ T". [] 
Corollary 2.5. 
(i) A linear isometry of  a NHS into itself is surjective. 
(ii) A NHS is not isometrically isomorphic to a proper subspace. 
(iii) Any linear isometry of  a closed subspace Dofa  NHS E into E can be ex- 
tended to a bijective linear isometry E ---+ E. 
Proof. To prove (iii), let A : D ~ E be a linear isometry of D into E. Then 
D ~_ AD. E is a NHS, so D and AD have orthogonal complements D c and 
(AD) ~ respectively. From Proposition 2.4 it follows that there is a bijective lin- 
ear isometry B : D ~ ~ (AD) ". Then 
x + y, ,Ax  + By (x E D ,y  E D e) 
is the required extension. The statements (i) and (ii) are direct consequences of 
(iii). [] 
Remark. Statement (ii) was already obtained in [3], 2.6 for a special case. 
3. HOMEOMORPHISMS IN  NORM HILBERT SPACES 
In Section 3 we extend Corollary 2.5 to linear homeomorphisms instead of 
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isometries. To this end we prove two facts, one on G # and one on operators on 
G#-normed spaces which are interesting in their own right. 
Let us define the topological type r(s) of  an element s c G # like in [5], 1.6.1 but 
with so := 1, i.e. r(s) is the set of all g E G that are majorant  of  Gsn (0, 1] 
and minorant  of  GsN[1,oc) .  (Here (0,1] :={sc  G # :s_< 1} and [1 ,oc) := 
{s E G # : s _> I}.) It is shown in [5], 1.6.2 that r(s) is a proper convex subgroup 
of G. Clearly, if s and t have the same algebraic type then they have the same 
topological type. The next Proposit ion gives a very simple description of r(s). 
Proposition 3.1. For each s E G # 
r(s) = {g E G: gs = s}. 
Proof. Let hEr (s )  and set V :={gEG:g<s}.  Then supc#u{0} V=s and 
g is E Gs N [1,oc) for each g E V. By definition of r(s) we have h _< g is, in 
other words, h-Is > g for all g C V i.e. h Is _> s. Thus hs <_ s for each h E r(s). 
But r(s) is a group so from s <_ h- is  for all h E r(s) we infer s <_ hs for all 
h E 7-(s). We see that hs = s for all h c r(s). 
Conversely, if hs = s and g is such that gs _< 1 then gs = ghs <_ h, so h is a 
majorant  of Gs n (0, 1]. Similarly, h is a minorant  of Gs N [1, oc) and we see that 
h E r(s). [] 
Proposition 3.2. Let E ,F  be G#-normed spaces. Then every continuous linear 
operator E ~ F is Lipschitz (bounded) and on £(E,  F) the uniform norm 
II 111 : A ~ sup {llAxll:x ~ E, 1141 -< 1} 
a~u{0} 
is equal to the Lipschitz norm 
II I I :A~ inf {gEG: I IAx l l  <_g l lx l l fo ra l l xEE} .  
e#u{o} 
Proof. Let A E £(E ,  F). By continuity there is a g E G such that x E E, Ilxl[ _< 1 
implies I[Axll < g. Now let x E E, x ~ 0. For each A E K with IAI _> [Ixll we have 
I1• ~xll _< 1 so IIA(A ~x)ll _< gi.e. llAxll _< ]Algorg '][Axll _< I,~l- 
We therefore have 
gqllAxl{ ~ infc#u~0/{lAI : A c K, IAI _ [Ixll} 
= infG,u{0/{g C G: g > Ilxll} 
= Ilxll (by [5], 1.1.4 (v)), 
and we conclude that [IAx[] ~ g[[xl] so A is Lipschitz. 
To prove that the norms II II and II II1 are equal, let V:={g c G:  II/xll _< gllxlt 
for all x E E}. Then by definition IlAll = infa#u{0} V. On the other hand, we 
have just proved that V = {g E G :g  _> IIAxll for all x E E, Ilxll _< 1}. Thus, 
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V = {g • G:g  >_ IIAII~} and by 1.1.4 (v) of[5] we have infa#u{0} V = IIAII~ and 
we conclude that IIAII = IIAII~. [] 
Remark. See Example 4.2 for an example of  an unbounded continuous linear 
operator. 
We now apply Proposit ions 3.1 and 3.2 to prove the following Key Lemma for 
G#-normed NHS. 
Lemma 3.3. Let A : E ---+ F be a continuous linear bijection, where E, F are G #- 
normed NHS. Then there is a closed subspace S of E of finite codimension such 
that AIS is an isometry. 
Proof. By Banach's Open Mapping Theorem (see [4], 2.1) A -1 is continuous 
and by Proposit ion 3.2 A and A --1 are Lipschitz so there exist gl,g2 E G such 
that 
(*) g~ Ilxll ___ tlAxll _ g2llxll (x • E). 
Now let el, e2, • • • be an orthogonal  base of  E. Then by [5], 1.6.6 limn ~-(lle, II) -- oo, 
so there is an n such that gl,g2 ¢ T(lle,,ll) for m > n which means by 
Proposit ion 3.1 that glllemll =g211emll = Ilemll for m___ n. Now set S := 
~e,,e,+l , . . .1.  Then codim S < ~.  Let x ¢ S, x = ~m>n~mem (.~m • K). Then 
gl Ilxll = g~ maxm>n I~m] Ilemll = maXm>n IAml Ile,,ll = Ilxll. S imi lar ly,  g211xll = 
Ilxll, which, together with (.),  implies that AIS is an isometry. [] 
Remarks. (1) Clearly, in the above, codim S = codim AS. 
(2) In the above construction, given s ¢ G, we can choose S in such a way 
that IIAISII _< ~. In fact, choose n such that, in addition, s ¢ T(l[eml[) for m _> n. 
Then sllemll = Ile, II for all m _> n so cllxll = Ilxll for all x ¢ S. Hence, for x E S 
IIAxll -- Ilxll -- ~llxll so that the Lipschitz norm of A]S is _< s. Thus, in NHS we 
may have isometries with small norms! 
(3) Let S be as in 2, let P be the natural projection E --+ Ie l , . . .  ,en-1]l. Then 
IIA-APII -- IIAISll < c and AP has finite rank. 
Thus, every continuous linear operator between G#-normed NHS can be 
approximated in norm by finite rank operators. This result will be extended in 
Theorem 3.8. 
For our result Theorem 3.7 we need the following two simple lemmas. 
Lemma 3.4. Let E, F be isometrically isomorphic Banach spaces, let S c E, 
T c F be closedsubspaces with the same finite codimension. Then S ,,~ T. 
Proof. We may assume F = E. There are finite-dimensional subspaces 
DI,D2, V1,V2 such that S,-~D1 x (SNT) ,  T~D2x (SAT) ,  E,-~ V1 xS ,  
E = V2 × T (where each product carries the product topology). By assumption 
dim V1 = dim V2, by the above Vi x D1 ,-~ V2 x D2. It follows that D1 and D2 
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have the same dimension, hence Dl ~ D2. But then S ~ D1 x (SN T) ,,~ D2x 
(s n T) ~ V. [] 
Lemma 3.5. Let E be a Banach space, let Dl C D2 be closed subspaces where 
dim D2/DI = n < oc. I f  D{' and D~ are orthogonal complements ~flDl and D2 re- 
spectively and if  D~: D D~ then dim D~ / D~ = n. 
Proof. By restricting the orthogonal decomposition E = D1 ® D{ to D2 we 
obtain 
D2 = Dl • (D~'N D2). 
But by restricting the orthogonal decomposition E = D~ N D2 to D{ we get 
D{' = D~_'® (D~:N D2). 
Hence dim D{'/D~' = dim D{' n D2 = dim D2/D1. [] 
Now we prove the generalization of Proposition 2.4 to homeomorphisms.  
Proposition 3.6. Let E be a NHS. Let S, T be closed subspaces, let S", T' be or- 
thogonal complements ofS, T respectively. Then S ~ T implies S" ~ T". 
Proof. By [5], 4.3.12 the formula N(x) = infa~u{0}{g E G :gso >_ ]]x]]} (where 
so ¢ ]]EH\{0 } is fixed) defines a G#-norm N, equivalent to the initial norm 11 I] 
for which [] It-orthogonality implies N-orthogonality, and for which (E, N) is 
again a NHS. So, to prove the proposition we may assume that E is G #- 
normed. By Lemma 3.3 we have orthogonal decompositions S = $1 • $2, 
T = T1 ® ~ where $2 -~ T2 and Sl ~ Tl are finite-dimensional. Now S" (T") 
can be extended to an orthogonal complement Sg of $2 (~ '  of TD. By 
Lemma 3.5 dim S~'/S" = dim S/$2 = dim Sj = dim T1 = dim ~' /T  C, There- 
fore there are finite-dimensional spaces Vl, V2 with equal dimensions for which 
s f  = gC ~r~ V 1 
Tf  = T" G V2 
By Proposition 2.4 we have S~ _~ Tf  and by Lemma 3.4, S '  ~ T' .  [] 
The following corollary obtains. 
Theorem 3.7. 
(i) A linear homeomorphism of a Norm Hilbert Space E onto a closed sub- 
space maps E onto E. 
(ii) A surjective continuous linear map of a Norm Hilbert Space into itself is a 
homeomorphism. 
(iii) A Norm Hilbert Space is not linearly homeomorphic to a proper subspace 
(or a proper quotient). 
(iv) Any linear homeomorphism of a closedsubspace D of  a Norm Hilbert Space 
E onto a closedsubspace of E can be extended to a linear homeomorphism E -+ E. 
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Proof (iv). Let A : D ~ E be a linear homeomorphism, where AD is closed. 
Then D ~ AD. By Proposition 3.6 we have D c ,-~ (AD) c, say B : D C --~ (AD) ~ is a 
linear homeomorphism. 
Then 
x+y- - - -~Ax+By (xeD,yCD' )  
is the required extension. 
The statements (i) and (iii) follow after applying (iv) to special cases. As for 
(ii), let A : E ~ E be a continuous linear surjection, where E is a NHS; we 
prove that A is injective. A factorizes as follows 
A 
E > E 
E /KerA  
(here 7r is the canonical quotient map). 
Now Ker A has an orthogonal complement (KerA)C _ ~ E/Ker  A. Combined 
with Al it yields a bijection (Ker A) c ~ E. By (iii) we have (KerA) c = E. We see 
that A isinjective. [] 
Remarks. (1) From Theorem 3.7 (iii) we conclude that no infinite-dimensional 
NHS is linearly homeomorphic to one of its closed hyperplanes, providing a 
strongly negative answer to Banach's hyperplane problem for the case of arbi- 
trary valued scalar fields. See [1] for the negative solution in the real or complex 
case. 
(2) The trick of the proof of Proposition 3.6 can also be used to obtain the 
following. 
Theorem 3.8. Let E, F be Norm Hilbert Spaces. Then the finite rank operators are 
dense in/2(E, F) with respect o the topology of uniform convergence on bounded 
subsets of E. 
Proof. By [5], 4.3.12 we may assume that E,F  are G#-normed. Now the con- 
clusion follows from Remark 3 following Lemma 3.3. [] 
4. L IPSCHITZ HOMEOMORPHISMS IN NORM HILBERT SPACES 
Definition 4.1. Let E, F be X-normed spaces for some G-module X. A linear 
bijection A : E -+ F is called a Lipschitz homeomorphism if both A and A -1 are 
Lipschitz, i.e. if there exist gl,g2 c G such that gl JJXJl --~ JJAxJl -~ g211xJJ for all 
xEE.  
We have seen in Proposition 3.2 that continuous linear operators between 
G#-normed spaces are Lipschitz. To see that this conclusion does not hold for 
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X-normed spaces in general we present he following example (that belongs to 
the 'folklore'). 
Example 4.2. Let E be the v/G-normed space of 1.2. Define A : E -+ E by 
(*) A(~0,~l, . . . )  = (~0, X0~l, X l (2, . . . ) .  
Then A is a linear homeomorphism.  A -I is Lipschitz but A is not. 
Proof. For (~0,~l, .) E E we have 2 v/gn I .. ~nX,, -~ 0 so [~n[ _< for large n. But 1 
since ](n] E GU{0} it follows that [~,,[ _< [X,[ l for these n. Then [An Ill(n[ 
[X/~,,[ < IX,, l [ / [x /~[  -+ 0 proving that (*) indeed defines a (linear) map 
A : E --~ E. The above computat ion also shows that the image of the unit ball is 
bounded so A is continuous. But []Ae~il/ile~]I = ]X~ l[ ~ oc (where e,, is the 
n-th unit vector) so that A is not Lipschitz. Clearly IIA lx[[ _< [[xi[ for all 
xE  E. [] 
To study Lipschitz homeomorphisms (of interest only for X-normed spaces 
where X ¢ G #) we recall the general concept of topological type defined in [5], 
1.6.1. 
Throughout  §4 let X be a G-module and let so E X be fixed. Set (0,s0] := 
{x C X : x _< so}, [so, oc) := {x E X :  x _> so}. For an s E X its topological type 
T(s) is the set of  all h E G such that hso is a majorant of GsN (0, s0] and a 
minorant  of Gs A [So, ec). It is shown in [5], 1.6.2 that T(s) is a proper convex 
subgroup of  G. 
Lemma 4.3. Suppose 
gls <_ t <_ g2s 
for some gl , g2 E G, s, t E X. Let Ho be the smallest convex subgroup containing l 
andg2. I f  T(s) D Ho or T(t) D Ho then T(s) = T(t). 
Proof. Since gf l t  < s < g i l t  and H0 is the smallest convex subgroup contain- 
ing gj-I and g21 it suffices, by symmetry, to assume say, T(s) D H0. Further- 
more, it is enough to prove 
(*) if T(s) D H0 then T(s) C r(t). 
Indeed, from (,)  it follows that T(t) D/4o so by repeating a proof  of  ( ,)  where s 
and t are interchanged and gi,g2 are replaced by gf l ,g l - J  respectively we ob- 
tain T(t) c T(s). 
To prove (,)  let tl E ~-(s). Then glg21h E T(s) since r(s) is a group containing 
Ho. Let g E G be such that gt <_ so. Then ggls <_ so, and since glg21h E T(s) we 
have glgflhso >_ ggls >_ gglg21t i.e. hso >_ gt. We see that hso is a majorant of 
Gtn  (0, so]. In a similar way one proves that hso is a minorant of Gt N [so, vc) by 
using that gllg2h E r(s). Hence h E T(t), which proves (,). [] 
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Definition 4.4. A continuous linear map A : E ~ F, where E, F are X-normed 
spaces is called an isotopy if 
~-(llAxll) = ~-(llxl[) (x c E, x ¢ 0). 
Clearly linear isometries and nonzero scalar multipl ications are isotopies. We 
prove that in a NHS Lipschitz homeomorphisms are 'almost'  isotopies. 
Theorem 4.5. Let E be a NHS, let A C £(E). Suppose there are gl,g2 E G such 
that gl [Ixll _< IIAxll <_ g2 ILxll for all x c E. Then A is bijective and there is a closed 
subspace S of finite codimension and that AIS is an isotopy. More generally, for 
each orthogonal base el, e2,. • • of E there exists an m C N such that A is an isotopy 
on [em, em+ 1, • • "1" 
Proof. Bijectivity follows from Theorem 3.7 (i). Let H0 be the smallest convex 
subgroup of G containing gl and g2. By [5], 4.3.7 the sequence [lel II, lie211,.-- 
satisfies the type condit ion of  [5], 1.6.4 and by [5], 1.6.6 there is an m c N such 
that ~-(llenll) ~ / t0  for n _> m. Let S := ~em,em+l,.. "1,let x C S, x ¢ 0 have ex- 
pansion ~'~m>m/~nen . We have Ilxll = max{ll,X~e, II : n > m} = II,~jejll for some 
j _> m, so T(llxl[) -- ~-(llAjejl[) = ~-(llejll) ~ H0. By Lemma 4.3 we have T(HAxll ) = 
 -(llxll). [] 
Remark. I f  E has an orthogonal  base e l ,e2, . . ,  such that r(lle~ll) ¢ r(llemll) 
whenever n Cm then bijectivity of  A follows already from gllle~ll _< 
II/emll < g211enll for all n. This result was obtained in [3], Lemma 3.4 for the 
space of  Example 1.2 but the proof  carries over without problems for this more 
general case. 
To study isotopies we introduce a 'topological type decomposit ion'  (TTD) of  E 
as follows. Let E be a NHS. To avoid unnecessary complications, assume E is 
infinite-dimensional. Let 
be the canonical decomposit ion of  E. Then each E~ is finite-dimensional ([5], 
4.3.10(iv)) so E is infinite. I f  s, t E lIEU\{0} have the same algebraic type then 
they have the same topological type so the map 
Gs 
defines a map ~ on E. It is shown in [5], 4.3.10(iv) that {~r c E : y(c 0 C H} is fi- 
nite for each proper convex subgroup H. It follows that {~(a) : a C E} is an 
infinite set of  distinct proper convex subgroups HI ,H2, . . .  whose union is G 
and that we may assume H1 C / /2  C .... Then En := ~){E~ : ~(c~) = H,} is fi- 
nite-dimensional for each n and E = E]~,, En. We call E = ~),  E, the TTD asso- 
ciated to the canonical decomposit ion E = ~)~c ~ E~. 
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Lemma 4.6. Let E be an infinite-dimensional NHS with canonical decomposition 
~)~ E~ and assoc iatedTTD ~) ,  En. Let n C ~ and A : E, -+ E be an isotopy. 
Then AE,  ~ E,,. 
Proof. Let {~ E ~ : ~(cT) = Hn} = {o1, .  • . ,  Ok}. Then En = ~)~_ 1 E~ Let mi :=  
dim E~. Then m := ~= l mi = dim E,,. By injectivity m = dim AE,,, let 
e l , . . . ,  en, be an orthogonal  base of  AE,,. Isotopy implies ~-([le~ll) = H,,, hence 
~(lle4l)~{c~1,...,~k} for each iE{1 , . . . , k} .  Then set Ai :={es :sC  
{ l , . . . ,m},~( l les l l )=crz}  and V~:--IA~ 1. A~ is an orthogonal  set in 
{x c E : ]]xl] c cTi} and by Proposit ion 2.1 each orthogonal  base of E~ is a 
maximal  orthogonal  subset of {x E E : ]]x[] E cri}. It follows that dim Vi <_ mi. 
But also m=dimAE=Z k , d imVi<_~k i . m i -m so we must have that 
dim Vi = mi  = dim E~, for each i. Now all nonzero vectors in Vi and E~ have 
the same algebraic type c~i so we can construct orthogonal  bases of Vi and E~, 
whose members  have all the same length. Thus Vi and E~ are isometrical ly 
isomorphic  hence so are AE,  = ~)k  V~ and E,, = ~)~=l E~. [] 
The following corol lary obtains. 
Theorem 4.7 Let E be a NHS with TTD E = ~n 177. 
Let A C E(E) satisfy, J or some gl, g2 E G, 
gl ]]x]] _< ]]Ax]] < g211x]] (x E E). 
Then A is bijeetive and there is an isometrical linear bijection U : E -~ E such that 
UAE,~ C E~for almost all n. 
Proof. By Theorem 4.5 A is bijective and there is an m C N such that 
A[~)n>mE~ is an isotopy. Let k ,g>_m,k¢g.  Let xEAEk ,  yEAE~,  x¢0,  
y ¢ 0. Then I]xlt and ]]YI[ have different topological types, hence different alge- 
braic types so AEk and AEe are orthogonal.  From Lemma 4.6 we obtain 
AE,, ~_ En for n > m, so we can construct,  by gluing together these isometries, a
surjective l inear isometry ~)n>,,, AE,, --+ ~)~>m En. By Corol lary 2.5 (iii) it ex- 
tends to a bijective isometry U : E ---+ E. [] 
A special case is worth mentioning. It applies to Example 1.2. 
Corollary 4.8. Let E be a NHS with an orthogonal base e , e2, . . ,  fo r  which 
-r(llenll) # T(Hemll ) whenever n Cm.  Let A c E(E) be a Lipschitz homeo- 
morphism. Then there is a surjective linear isometry U : E ~ E, an m E ~, and 
Am, Am+l,. • • E K, boundedawayfrom O, such that UAen = A,,enfor n >_ m. 
Proof. E = ~)n Ken is a TTD.  Now apply Theorem 4.7. [] 
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